Archaeology
  ▪ The Archaeology booth will include fun activities that simulate what an archaeology dig consists of. These activities will include “excavating” for pottery
  ▪ piecing broken pottery together, and learning about stratigraphy with the use of sand art.

Pottery
  ▪ At the pottery booth, different types of Roman and Greek pottery will be shown, and everyone will have a chance to make their own pottery.

Photobooth/fashion
  ▪ The fashion booth will show the popular styles in both ancient Rome and Greece and what went into getting ready for the day. People will get to try on Roman or Greek clothing and have a polaroid picture taken of them.

Board Games
  ▪ Learn what games the ancients played during their free time and then challenge your friends to a round.

School Shields
  ▪ Each school registered for Classics Day will have its own shield. Students can come by and paint on their school’s shield.

Ancient Warfare Table
  ▪ Learn about what type of weapons were used by the ancients and listen to an expert describe how each weapon would have been used while seeing the weapons in person.

Trivia
  ▪ Think you know everything there is to know about the ancient world? Try out the trivia booth and see if you can become the trivia champion.

Oracle
  ▪ Need some advice about your future? Ask the Oracle. Don’t worry. There’s a translator available to interpret what she says.

Olympics
  ▪ The Olympics consisted of several events, and you can learn about them at the Olympics booth. Bring a group of friends to challenge in different activities to see who is worthy of a laurel wreath.

Name Booth
  ▪ Get your name written in Ancient Greek or hieroglyphs.

Major in Classics
  ▪ Learn all about why being a Classics major is so great and why graduates in Classics do so well after graduation. We’ll talk about what things we study, where we travel when we study, and also where our students have gone on to do after graduation.
Barefoot Domina
- Learn what the ancients ate and how they cooked it. There will be mini performances by a chef throughout the day demonstrating how to make the different foods.

Gladiatorial battles
- Learn about the gladiators and then have a battle with your friends. Don’t worry. There are no real fights to the death here. Just a few foam swords to have some fun with.

Roman Wedding
- Learn how the Romans threw a wedding and watch a couple get reenact an ancient Roman wedding ceremony. You can even participate in the mock wedding.

UNCG's Lloyd International Honors Society
- Many Classics majors are involved with UNCG’s honor society. The Lloyd International Honors Society offers many great opportunities to the students including traveling abroad and fantastic lunch talks. Drop by their booth to learn why doing honors will really enhance your experience at UNCG.

JCL-Focused Booths (brought to you by your NCJCL officer board)
- The Social Life -- Caris Gross
  - Come visit our Social Life booth, run by your publicity chairman Caris Gross, to talk about the publicity contest, scrapbooks, and just publicizing your local JCL chapter in general!
- How to JCL -- Graham
  - Come to our How to JCL booth, run by your technology coordinator Graham Curtis, to talk about what really happens at all things JCL, focusing on websites.
- Hype for Convention 25/8 -- insert names here
  - Ever wonder what happens at State Convention? Already know what happens, and wish to come share some stories to new JCLers? Well, come visit our Hype for Convention 25/8 booth, run by name and position to talk about it, and help others begin experiencing their first encounters of JCLove!
- Slay the Gorgon! -- Graham Curtis
  - Perseus did it once - you can do it again. Come test your javelin throwing skills at our Slay the Gorgon! booth, run by your technology coordinator Graham Curtis.
- Cut-outs of Roman soldiers for bean bag toss -- Graham Curtis
  - blurb
- Play Roman Tic Tac Toe “Rota” -- Riverside JCL Chapter
  - blurb
- Ancient Rome Virtual Tour -- Grace JCL Chapter and Felix
  - blurb
- Chariot Racing -- Graham, Caris, Katie
  - blurb
- Service Booth -- Susanna Schoeck
  - blurb